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little attention has been given for modelling pultrusion
process l . For a complete understanding of the problem, we
need to solve a model which includes: (a) Fluid flow in a
porous media (fiber glass filled die) (b) Heat transfer
analysis with phase change and (c) Cure kinetics with heat
of reaction and material parameters coupled with the heat
transfer and fluid mechanics problem.
The flow of resin in the die is highly viscous mainly
close to the transition zone. Darcy's law is considered valid
for creeping flow where the Reynold's number defined for
a porous· medium3 is less than 1.0. In this paper, the flow
of resin and fibers. in a die is modelled as a flow through an
anisotropic porous medium using finite element method.
Darcy's law in three dimensions is assumed to be valid
inside the die.

Abstract
A finite element model is developed to study the fluid
mechanics of the pultrusion processing of fiber reinforced
polymer composites. The problem is modelled as viscous
creeping flow into an anisotropic porous media. The
governing equations are recast in Eulerian coordinates to
analyse the control volume defined by the interior of the
die. The equations describing incompressible, creeping flow
in a porous media are integrated over. an averaging
volume to produce Darcy's law. The movement of the
fibers at constant speed through the control volume is
properly accounted for, by transforming the Darcy's
equation from Lagrangian coordinate to Eulerian cardinate.
The finite element model is developed using variational
approach and a linear quadrilateral element is used to
produce particular solutions.

2. Previous Work
UntiI recently only very few have analyzed pultrusion
processing. The work was mostly experimental and little
modelling was performed. Batch and Macosko l has given
the details of previous study in pultrusion and they have
also presented a model with certain limitations. A
mechanistic kinetic model was described but it was not
able to predict changes in curing rate after a change in
resin fonnulation. The heat transfer model was
developed using this kinetic. A pulling force model was
suggested mainly for analysing the effect of friction
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Area of a layer of unit thickness
body forces
permeability of the medium
permeability of the medium in x- direction
permeability of the medium in y- direction
Interpolation functions
fluid pressure
Volume flow
seepage velocity
velocity vector
velocity of the liquid
velocity of the solid

between solid and walL Whitaker 10 and Slatteif has
presented the theory of creep flow in a porous media and
the need for volume averaging. ScheideggecS was one of
the earliest to present Darcy's law for the flow of
homogeneous fluids in anisotropic porous media in a
differential form.
Shamsunder and Sparrow6 has given the details of
previous work dealing with phase change heat conduction
problems. The studies have mainly concentrated in
predicting the location of the solid- liquid interface. The
literature can be divided into two groups based on the
choice of variables used. In the first group the
temperature is the dependent variable and energy
conservation equations are written separately in the solid
region and in the liquid region. In the second group an
enthalpy formulation is used. Shamsunder and Sparrow6
have presented an enthalpy model for multidimensional
phase change conduction problems. Storti,CriveIIi and
Idelsohn7 have presented a numerical solution of phase
change problems in two dimensions using a finite. element
technique. Although many authors have worked on flow
through porous media and phase change problems
separately, no literature is available combining' both these
together in Eulerian formulation to model a pultrusion
process.

Velocity of approach
pulling velocity of the fibers
void distribution function
Viscosity of the medium
Density of the medium
Density of the liquid
Density of the solid
stresses in the fluid
pressure differential between inlet and outlet
1. Introduction

Pultrusion is a continuous manufacturing process for
fiber reinforced polymer composites. The pultrusion process
has gained acceptance in many new applications such as
structural supports, window trim and automotive drive
shafts. Many authors have studied the flow through
porous media and phase change problems separately, but
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3" Govern ing Equatio ns

From a series expansion

In this section we develop the governing equatio ns for the
flow of resin through a moving bed of fibers. The equatio ns
are cast in Euleria n coordin ates with the domain being the
interior of the die. Some of the concept s present ed next are
based on the work of Scheide ggerS, .Whitak er 1o, Slatteif '9
and Greenk orn3• Darcy's law in' differential form can be
written as

et.)2

«11'»-<.>+0[<11'>

using general transpo rt theorem volume average of a
gradien t can be written as9
(9)

Q
k dp
--q--A
J.1dx

(1)

where n is the outward directed normal for the total
volume V or the liquid volume VL and ~ is the area of the
solid-fluid interfac e. The divergence is descnb ed by
where q is the seepage velocity which is equival ent to the
velocity of approac h v0 in soil mechan ics problem s, k is the
intrinsic permea bility of the medium , J.I, is the viscosity of the
fluid and p is the fluid pressure . In three dimensions Darcy's
law become s3
q_- [k] V];J
I.l

(2)

For the creep flow of a Newton ian fluid with constan t
viscosity (p,) in a rigid porous medium , the continuity
equa tion of the fluid is

~+p (V. v) -0

(3)

+

eV. pvv) - eV. ['t] ) -pl'-O

Ai

(10)

and the mass balance for the fluid inside the closed surface

S is

f

VL

[Oa P + (V. pv)] dv-O
t

(11)

Using Eq. (9) and (10) we obtain

aat <p>+ (V. <pv»- O

(12)

The term < pv> represe nts the rate of mass flow per unit
area through the porous media. The rate of flow per unit
area <v> which is the same as the seepage velocity q, can
be comput ed as

The equatio n of motion for the fluid is

cst

«V.1I J»-(v .<t»+ l:! <';.n)d A
V

(4)

(13)

where v is the velocity vector, [7] are the stresses in the fluid
and F the body forces.
To solve these two equatio ns, it is require d to know which
part of the domain is liquid, which can be establis hed by a
void distribu tion function.
a(<s) = 1
if 8 is in the fluid
er(8) = 0
if 8 is in the solid
If the function a(8) were known it would be possible, in
principl e to solve the governing equatio ns and thus
determi ne comple tely the pressur e and velocity fields.
Howev er a(8) is never known and we cannot solve
equatio ns (3) and (4). The method used to overcom e this
is to volume average the equatio ns of change 10. The volume
average of a point quantity [.] associat ed with the fluid is

where vL is the velocity of the liquid and V is the velocity
s
of solid, which is zero with respect to the materia l system
moving with the fibers, therefor e

<v>-~I vl4>dV ,
V Vl

dVl -(/)dV

q-<v>- q,[..!:J vldV]
Vv

(14)

(15')

The rate of mass flow per unit area is defined as
m-Plq

(16)

(5)

Whitak er10 require s that

<<V> >- <lit>

(6)

The continuity Eq.(12) contains the term < pv>, which is the
rate of mass flow per unit area
where

«'I'»- 1.J

V v

<1J1>dV

(7)

<pv>-m -PLq

(18)

Therefo re a fundam ental question placed by Slattery9 ·IS
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resolve d,
<PV>-P L<V>
m-PLq

(19)

If the fibers are moving with a constan t velocty V p then
Eq.(2) can be recast in Eulerian coordin ates and become s

<v>-v -- [kl Vp
"

(28)

(20)

JJ.

<v> - - -[k]
- Vp+ V..,

(21)

I"

The continu ity Eq.(12) becomes

v. <pv>-O

when

ata <p>-o

Using a quadrila teral linear elemen t with the pressur e p
inside the element approxi mated in terms of the pressur e at
the nodes {p}
p-[N] {PI

(29)

(22)

The velocity vector
substitu ting v from Eq. (21) and using Eq.( 18)

V.

-v.

t}--~[~

[PL (- [k] V.p+V,, )]-O

IJ
(PL [k] V.p) +V. (PLV,,)- O

(30)

~

using the identity

can be written in compac t form as

{h} - [R] {g}

V·(PL V')-{Vp J.V, +PLV.V,

av
ax

av

_y op +Y ~p + p ---2.:. + p---!2
1'1& ax
P, Oy
OJ

(24)

equatio n (23) can be rewritten into the final governi ng
equatio n,

a
a ---2.:.+
av _'-O
avp
-V( pk Vp ) + V 1+v
1+
p
p
· I!
P1I: ax
P, Oy
.
Oy

where the pressure gradien t

ax
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iJy
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ax
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Op

aNI
CJy

ay
(25)

(31)

1

(32)
3

which can be written as
(g) - [Bl{p}

4. Finite Elemen t Formul ation
Using a variatio nal formulation, we can write the following
f unctiona14
l}' = ~ B (p,p) - L (p)

(33)

where p is the pressur e interpol ated in terms of nodal
values, {p} are the pressur e at the nodes, and [N] are the
Interpo lation functions. Substituting Eq.(29) , (31) and (33)

(26)

where
-

pkx Op

ply Op

q---;- ax n +--;- iJy n
x

y

(27)

are the bounda ry terms. Equatio n (26) can be written in
matrix form as
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Minimising the functional t we obtain the finite elemen t
formulation

o,l

[Vp] are the two components of the pulling velocity at the
nodes and {Vp} are the two components of the pulling
velocity in the domain computed as {Vp}T = [N][Vp] .{p}
are the nodal densities and p is the density inside the
element computed as p = [N] {pl. The density p ,viscosity
f..£ and permeability tensor [k] at any point for an element is
interpolated in terms of the nodal values using the
interpolation functions. Vp along the fiber direction is
constant and Vpx and Vpy are calculated from the geometry
of the die. External forces such as sources and sinks can also
be added to the formulation.
5. Results

A computer program has been developed for
determining the pressure at the nodes, and velocity at the
Gauss points of the elements. The program allows for
variable density p, viscosity J.l. and permeability tensor k.
Initially t~e program was checked for V p = 0.0 using
examples In standard text books. Excenent correlation with
results in the open literature have been obtained. Next V
was
introduced and the variation of density and
permeability was also considered. The results agrees very
well with the physical nature of the problem. The results
have been plotted using nondimensional quantities.
Example 1: Ground water flow or seepage 4 (Ex.4.3) is
modelled using 8 elements and 15 nodes. Anisotropic

(Isc= 2 ley= 40 m/day)

is used. There are two
1: 1200 m 3/day.m3, pump 2: 2400
m Iday.m )and a line source as shown in Fig. 1. The
computed pressure contour plots are shown in Fig.2.

permeability

p~mps

pulling velocity, density, permeabiJity and pressure boundary
condition we analyze a tapered die.
In Fig.? and Fig.9 we show the pressure distribution
and in Fig.8 and Fig.l0 we show the velocity distribution
along the die. For comparison with the rectangular die we
present Fig. 7 and 8. Most cases have constant [k] which is
unrealistic for puItrusion but useful for comparison. Except
for case 4, all the curves are different from Fig.5 and Fig.6.
The effect of Vp for a tapered die is evident by comparing
cases 2 and 3 in Fig.7 and 8 to the same cases in Fig.5 and
6 for a tapered die. It can be seen from Fig.7 that the
pressure variation is nonlinear in most cases and from Fig.8
that the velocity increases to account for the taper.
Fig.9 and 10 represent realistic cases of pultrusion
with variable density p and permeability k. The effect of
variable permeability can be seen by comparing cases 1 and
8. The flow is due to the pulling velocity Vp only. In case 1,
constant [k] is equivalent to a larger number of fibers at the
entrance moving with Vp, so velocity is higher compared to
case 8 that approximates the real case of constant number
of fibers. It can be also seen that in rectangular die, cases 1
and 8 produce a linear pressure variation and a constant
velocity. Therefore the pressure and velocity for cases 1 and
8 are same. The effect of Vp can be seen in case 12 for
similar conditions to case 11, with the velocity increasing
considerably. In case 10 there is no pressure differential ap
and the flow is due to pulling velocity Vp only. The effect of
Vp with varying p and [k] is illustrated in this case. It can be
concluded that the geometry has significant influence on
pressure and velocity.

~pump

To demonstrate the capabilities of the program we
presen~ the ~oJlo~ng examples for tapered and non-tapered
p~ltrus~on d~e WIth the properties as shown in Table 1. Nondlme~slonahsed length, pressure and velocity are used for
plottIng the results. The normalization is done as follows·
Normalised length, x' = x / L
·
Normalised pressure, p' = P / (D p )
Normalised velocity, v' = v / (D3

i p:)

6. Future Study
The fluid density and viscosity are temperature
dependent and the permeability depends on porosity.
Therefore the heat transfer analysis also has to be
Incorporated to get the correct behavior. An enthalpy
model will be us.ed to study the phase change problem. At
present, the no slIp boundary condition at the wall cannot be
enforce? and the friction is neglected. As work progresses
these WIll be also taken into consideration.
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Table 1: parameters used on different cases

------------------------------------------------Case Vp L1P
1-3
#

p

1- 2- 3

[k]
1- 2- 3

------------------------------------------------1 1.0 0.0
2 1.0 5.0
3 0.0 5.0
4 0.0 0.0
5 1.0 0.0
6 0.0 5.0
7 1.0 5.0
8 1.0 0.0
9 0.0 5.0
10 1.0 0.0
11 0.0 5.0
12 1.0 5.0
13 1.0 5.0

1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5
1.0- 1.5- 1.5

1.0- 1.0- 1.. 0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.. 0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1.. 0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1.0
1.0- 1.0- 1..0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0
2.0- 1.0- 1.0

-------------------------------------------------
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